Wednesday
January 13, 2021
9:00 a.m.
Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet or
smartphone using the following link:
Join Zoom Meeting

https://zoom.us/j/97934607242?pwd=amt0bC9iWC9Pdi90NnRPUD
U5U3crZz09
Meeting ID: 979 3460 7242
Passcode: 358522
Call-in: 253 215 8782

ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING
AGENDA
9:00-9:05

I

Approval of Minutes –
• September 9, 2020 Regular Meeting
• November 19, 2020 Joint Meeting with the
Board of Directors

9:05-10:25

II

Transportation Climate Planning Update
• Kathy Strange, Sara Nichols
• Climate Solutions “The Big Issue”

10:25-10:40

III

Legislative Update
• Craig Kenworthy

10:40-10:50

IV

Staff Reports
• December Director’s Report to the Board
• NOC Fee Increase Plan – Steve Van Slyke,
John Dawson

10:50-11:00

V

Advisory Council Member Reports

PUGET SOUND CLEAN AIR AGENCY
ADVISORY COUNCIL
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
September 9, 2020
1904 3rd Avenue, Suite 105
Seattle, WA 98101

Note: This was an online meeting and all Advisory Council members and staff were
present by computer or phone.
Advisory Council Members Present:
Bill Franz, representing Snohomish County Suburban Cities
Ronn Griffin, representing Kitsap County Public-at-Large
Satwinder Kaur, representing King County Suburban Cities
Kristin Lynett, representing Pierce County Public-at-Large
Kelly McGourty, representing Transportation
Jenna Leonard, representing Environment
Bonnie Meyer, representing Pierce County Suburban Cities
Steve Nicholas, representing Ports
Suzy Oversvee, representing Snohomish County Public-at-Large
Darrell Rodgers, representing Health
Kathy Ross, representing Education
Brad Wiggins, representing Fire Chiefs Association
Advisory Council Members Absent:
Allison Butcher, representing Construction
Tim Gould, representing King County Public-at-Large
Debbie Hannig, representing Area Sources
Greg Tisdel, representing Small Business
Michael Verhaar, representing Large Industry
Satwinder Kaur called the meeting to order at 9:01 a.m.
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I. Approval of Minutes
Ms. Kaur asked if there were any Advisory Council comments regarding the minutes
of the July 8, 2020 meeting. There were none.
Ms. Kaur asked for approval of the minutes from the July 8, 2020 Advisory Council
meeting as presented in the materials on the agency web site. Suzy Oversvee moved
to approve. There was quorum approval.
There was no Advisory Council discussion.
II. Transportation Climate Planning Update
Joel Creswell and Sara Nichols gave a presentation on Transportation Climate
Planning. Ms. Nichols said topics covered would include a recap of the July Advisory
Council meeting discussion, feedback received at the July Board meeting, an update
on the staff climate action process, and a summary of Community Input Session 1.
Ronn Griffin said in the Climate Action Draft Evaluation chart in the “Begin Soon”
column it might be good to add a date range, like one to five years, five to 10, and 10 to
20 years, or something like that. He said you could use your color codes to give an
idea of the timeline you are looking at for those things to be implemented.
Mr. Creswell agreed that was a great suggestion.
Suzy Oversvee asked how the practicality of an internal combustion engine ban was
evaluated.

Mr. Creswell said not to minimize the political challenge that likely exists in
implementing this, the reason we rated this a high practicality of implementation is

that it is fairly simple to implement. He said the Legislature could pass a law that tells
the Department of Licensing past year X it cannot license any new vehicle that runs

on an internal combustion engine. He said from an implementation and
enforcement perspective, it is very feasible and would have a high probability of

reduction because it is something that would be relatively easy to enforce.

Bonnie Meyers asked whether we could evaluate potential health benefits of each
choice.
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Mr. Creswell explained in the chart how that was handled.
Steve Nicholas asked for more information about "GHG rules for trucks" and how that
relates to "EV drayage trucks".
Ms. Nichols said our GHG rules for trucks could be implemented on their own or as a

component of a package of GHG rules for medium and heavy-duty trucks. She said
we are really thinking about this as a requirement for sales of new on-road medium
and heavy-duty trucks to be zero emissions by a certain date. She said we do have
some assumptions for sales targets, essentially 20% by 2030, all the way up to about
95% by 2045. She said when we are talking about EV drayage trucks, we are really
focusing on port drayage trucks. She said they are not mandates for the Northwest
ports, but focused towards port activities, as opposed to on-road sales targets for
medium and heavy duty trucks.

Kelly McGourty asked for clarification about the assumptions behind the emissions
reductions and air quality co-benefits columns.
Mr. Creswell said there is a reasonable amount of detail behind all of these
evaluations. He said we have spreadsheets upon spreadsheets that get
progressively more detailed as you drill down; all of our assumptions are open to your
scrutiny however much time you want to spend. He said we welcome the feedback
and are certainly open to changing how we have done things. He said the best
resource for detail is the glossary and beyond that, we are happy to talk about any
specific actions and share with you any level of detail you want offline.
Tania Park spoke briefly about the community engagement portion of the process.
Kristen Lynett asked why the clean fuel standard was not on the list.
Mr. Kenworthy said we don’t think we can move it forward right now and it will take
legislative enactment.
Ms. Oversvee asked whether small businesses and industry were included in the
community input sessions.

Ms. Nichols said the short answer is “no”. She said the group was focused on
community groups and organizations, environmental justice organizations. She said
we also had participation from the Tulalip Tribe.
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Ms. McGourty asked about the timeline for the agency to move forward on the "near
term" actions.
Mr. Creswell said we are preparing for the upcoming legislative session right now and
determining our priorities. He said we expect to wrap up this process in early 2021.
There was no further Advisory Council discussion.
IV. Staff Reports
Director’s Report
Mr. Kenworthy gave an update on the current wildfire smoke incident.
Darrel Rodgers asked whether there is also smoke coming in from BC.
Mr. Creswell said there is some smoke coming into Washington from BC, but it is tricky
to say how much it is contributing to what we are seeing locally. He said what we are
seeing locally is more likely from Washington fires right now, but that could change
with the wind direction.
There was no further Advisory Council discussion
Environmental Justice and Equity Issues
Craig Kenworthy said there is a national conversation about how many air quality
agencies are largely led by white people who are determine the health of people of
color. He said we will be talking to the Board about looking at our own processes. He
talked about wood smoke and where equity issues play a role.
Mr. Rodgers asked how PSCAA can create more diversity in its leadership and
engagement of BIPOC communities in the agency’s policy actions.
Mr. Kenworthy said we will be adding two new environmental justice representatives
to the Advisory Council.
Mr. Rodgers asked about the Board taking responsibility for diversifying its
membership.
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Mr. Kenworthy said the Board is made up of elected officials from each county and
the largest city in each county, so that is really outside the control of staff and the
Board. He said he thought this would be a great point to bring up at the joint meeting
between in the Board and Advisory Council in November. He noted that meeting
would be online.
There was no further Advisory Council discussion.
V. Advisory Council Member Reports
Mr. Rodgers said King County Public Health declared racism as a public health crisis.

He said there are a number of strategic moves and initiatives underway right now to
dismantle some of the historic systemic racism and engage in more meaningful way
with communities. He said he hasn’t heard much from others in the region about
their stance on these things, and including the state, people seem to be eerily quiet
on it. He said he just wanted to acknowledge that King County is moving in that
direction.
Ms. McGourty said she could share that Vision 2050 is scheduled to be adopted next
month. She said PSRC is going to hold a special general assembly meeting. She said
part of Vision 2050 calls for her to prepare an economy-wide climate change
analysis. She said she is really thankful for the work that the agency is doing because
there is a lot of symmetry with the work PSRC is doing. She said while PSRC has a very
particular focus on road transportation, the vision is much broader when it comes to
climate. She said she has been asked to identify how the state as a whole is planning
on achieving the climate goals and targets beyond just our borders at PSRC or the
Clean Air Agency. She said she looks forward to seeing the results of the work that is
doing and weaving it in with the work that PSRC is doing, and then looking more
broadly to really see whether we are achieving those targets..
Mr. Nicholas said the Northwest Seaport Alliance is approaching what we think and
hope is the final stretch with the Northwest Ports Clean Air Strategy, which we are
updating. He said it was originally adopted in 2008, updated in 2013, and now we are

updating it again. He said it is a voluntary collaborative strategy between the ports of
Seattle, Tacoma, and Vancouver. He said we are finalizing the updates by the end of

the year and expect to bring it to the 10 port commissioners for adoption early next
year. He said the overarching vision for the strategy and the current draft is to
eliminate air and climate pollution from seaport activities across the ports by 2050.
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There was no further Advisory Council discussion.
VIII. ADJOURN
With no further business, the Advisory Council adjourned at 10:22 a.m.
I hereby certify this to be a true and correct record of the Minutes of the September 9,
2020 meeting of the Advisory Council of the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.
Attest:
_________________________
Craig T. Kenworthy
Executive Director
jwc
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PUGET SOUND CLEAN AIR AGENCY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
JOINT MEETING WITH THE ADVISORY COUNCIL MINUTES
November 19, 2020
Puget Sound Clean Air Agency
1904 3rd Avenue, Suite 105
Seattle, WA 98101

Note: This was an online meeting and all Agency Board members and staff were present by

computer or phone. Public attendance at the meeting was by computer through the Zoom
platform or by telephone. The meeting access information was published on the Agency’s
website as well as in the four major newspapers in the agency’s jurisdiction in order for the
public to listen to and/or participate in today’s Board meeting.
Board Members Present:
Eric Baker, representing Edward Wolfe, Kitsap County Commissioner
Chris Beale, City Council Member, City of Tacoma
Betty Capestany, representing Bruce Dammeier, Pierce County Executive
Stella Chao, representing the Public-at-Large
Megan Dunn, Snohomish County Council Member
Jessica Finn-Coven, representing Mayor Jenny Durkan, City of Seattle
Katie Ketterer, representing Mayor Greg Wheeler, City of Bremerton
Paul Roberts, City Council Member, City of Everett
Christie True, representing King County Executive Dow Constantine

Advisory Council Member Present:
Charles Adkins, representing Tribal Nations

Allison Butcher, representing Construction
Tim Gould, representing King County Public-at-Large

Debbie Hannig, representing Area Sources
Jenna Leonard, representing Environment

Paulina Lopez, representing Environmental Justice, Local
Kelly McGourty, representing Transportation
Bonnie Meyer, representing Pierce County Public-at-Large
Steve Nicholas, representing Ports
Sameer Ranade, representing Environmental Justice, Regional or State
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Darrell Rodgers, representing Health
Kathy Ross, representing Education
Greg Tisdel, representing Small-Medium Industry
Michael Verhaar, representing Large Industry

Brad Wiggins, representing Fire Chiefs’ Association
Paul Roberts called the meeting to order at 8:46 a.m.
The roll was called; a quorum was present.
I. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Mr. Roberts asked if there was any discussion regarding the minutes from the October 22,
2020 Board meeting. There was no Board discussion.
Stella Chao made a motion that the minutes of the October 22, 2020 Board meeting be

approved as presented to the Board. The motion was seconded and passed unanimously.
II. PETITIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
Mr. Roberts opened the Petitions from the Public portion of the meeting and asked if there
was anyone present who wished to address the Board.
David Morton representing himself spoke about his concerns with respect to an asphalt
plant contributing to poor air quality in Kenmore.
Victoria Grayland representing herself spoke about her concerns with respect to an asphalt
plant contributing to poor air quality in Kenmore.
Elizabeth Mooney representing PERK (People for an Environmentally Responsible Kenmore)

spoke about its concerns with respect to an asphalt plant contributing to poor air quality in
Kenmore.
Janet Hays representing herself spoke about her concerns with respect to an asphalt plant
contributing to poor air quality in Kenmore.

There were no more petitions from the public.
Mr. Roberts closed the public petitions portion of the meeting.
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III. PERSONNEL AND FINANCE MATTERS
Approval of Vouchers
Mr. Roberts asked if there was any discussion regarding the vouchers. There was no Board
discussion.
Eric Baker made a motion that the vouchers be approved as presented to the Board. The
motion was seconded and passed unanimously.
IV. EXECUTIVE SESSION
Mr. Roberts moved the Board into Executive Session at 9:05 a.m. He said he anticipated
needing 15 minutes for the Executive Session and expects the Board to reconvene into
Regular Session at 9:20 a.m.
Mr. Roberts moved the Board back into regular session at 9:14 a.m.
V. PUBLIC HEARING
There was no Public Hearing.
VI. NEW BUSINESS
VI.A. Approval of Memorandum of Understanding re: Collective Bargaining Agreement –
Washington Family and Medical Leave Program
Heather Beckford said that in August management received a request from the bargaining

unit Teamsters 763 to bargain the terms and conditions by which the agency’s union
members would begin participation in the newly created Washington state paid family

medical leave program. She said management has bargained and reached an agreement
via a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Teamsters 763 to amend the contract.

She said the MOU stipulates that union members will enter the Washington state paid family
medical leave program, and that the employer and employee premium shares for the paid
family medical leave program will be administered as set by state law.
Ms. Beckford said we are asking the Board to take action to approve Chair Roberts to sign
the MOU on behalf of the agency.
There was no Board discussion.
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Christie True made a motion to approve the MOU as presented to the Board. The motion
was seconded and passed unanimously.
There was no further Board discussion.
VI.B. Resolution No. 1424 – Amending the FY21 Budget for the EPA Community Scale Air
Toxics Ambient Monitoring Grant Project
Erik Saganić said the purpose of this Resolution is to amend the agency’s Fiscal Year 2021
(FY21) budget for a community scale air toxics ambient monitoring grant project. He said
the purpose of the project is to characterize communities and all the different sources that
are in the neighborhoods. He said it is not designed to identify specific sources, rather to
characterize the risk in a community.
Mr. Saganić said effective October 1st, EPA awarded the agency $328,920 to conduct an air

toxics monitoring study in Seattle and Tacoma, and we will leverage the project with an
additional $114,389 in agency funds. He said the total project will cost $772,229 using a total
of $657,840 from EPA and $114,389 from agency funds over the course of the three-year
project.
Mr. Saganić said for the FY21 budget amendment, we estimate that in FY21 we will spend
$120,160 of EPA funds and $36,329 of agency funds from per capita. He said the EPA funds
are supporting direct labor, fringe benefits, equipment, supplies, and indirect and the
agency cost share represents personnel time and has already been budgeted.
Megan Dunn asked if we are hiring staff or using existing staff.
Mr. Saganić said we will use existing staff.
Mr. Roberts asked how the data will be used.
Mr. Saganić said similar prior studies helped us to focus on diesel and wood smoke. He said
based on trends/differences we see in the data it might change agency priorities or the
weighting of those priorities.
Sameer Ranade asked for clarification on whether the monitoring would cover pollutants
other than those covered by ambient air standards.
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Craig Kenworthy said we have six criteria pollutants that EPA updates its standards on,
which is what is in the atmosphere and in a general around a community. He said for some
stationary sources there can be standards of how much a source is allowed to emit, which
is determined through a source-by-source analysis. He said using benzene as an example,

it comes from cars and can come from some industrial sources; however, unlike particulate
matter or lead, there is not an EPA standard that says the airshed cannot have more than

“X” amount of benzene in it. He said when we get levels of fine PM down, we often get other
pollutants levels down as well, even though they may not be covered by the ambient air
standards they could still pose a potential community health risk.

Mr. Roberts said if I understood the presentation correctly, this grant amends our budget so
that we can monitor in communities for these additional air pollutants. He said this does

not change or amend the federal Clean Air Act or the six regulated pollutants that make up
the ambient air quality standard; however, it will provide data on the six regulated
pollutants as well as other pollutants in the airshed including benzene.
There was no further Board discussion.
Jessica Finn-Coven made a motion to approve Resolution No. 1424 as presented to the
Board. The motion was seconded and passed unanimously.
There was no further Board discussion.
VII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS – JOINT MEETING WITH THE ADVISORY COUNCIL
VII.A. Equity Work – Standing Update
Mr. Kenworthy said I brought an updated plan for FY'21 to you on equity issues at the
September board meeting. He said we are identifying which of our internal processes, as

opposed to external work, might have inequities in them from a social or racial standpoint.
He said in November staff teams and their managers are working together on bringing
forward which processes to work on first. He said in December, the managers will review all
of the processes that have been proposed and decide which ones we are going to go into

first, then the actual work will begin in January. He said in December I will provide an update
on which processes we have chosen and what we have rostered for the rest of FY'21.
Mr. Kenworthy said with respect to the toxics grant, one of the benefits of doing the work in

highly impacted communities is trying to geta better sense of that particular airshed where
we may have multiple sources of air toxics. He said one of the flaws in the existing Clean Air
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Act is it is not well positioned to deal with cumulative effects in a community, except for the
six regulated pollutants. He said one of the potential projects we would look at in FY22 is for
cumulative impacts.
Ms. Chao asked whether the data would inform outside of the communities where we are
monitoring.
Mr. Kenworthy said it is possible. He said there is one long-standing monitor on Beacon Hill

which monitors for benzene in the region. He said that monitor has provided almost 20
years of data on benzene levels and because of cleaning up automobile gasoline the

benzene levels at that monitor have been dropping. He said we might learn something in
one of the focus communities where we will adding new data to help determine if there are
disparities or surprises in the data that the levels of the toxins are higher or lower than what
we are seeing elsewhere.
Ms. Chao asked where the other benzene monitors are.
Kathy Strange said Beacon Hill in Jefferson Park is the only benzene monitor in the whole
state of Washington.
Bonnie Meyer said tracking wood smoke will help identify when new products (e.g.,
manmade logs) contain high levels of toxins such as benzene.
Mr. Roberts reminded everyone that the Board will receive an equity update at every
meeting. He said he would be interested in an update on how we will apply the new
monitoring data we collect and how it might inform how we set up the monitoring network.
There was no further Board discussion.
VII.B. Transportation Climate Planning Update and Discussion
Advisory Council members introduced themselves.
Mr. Kenworthy introduced Community Input Session (CIS) members Ali Lee, Paulo Nunes-

Ueno, and Laura Svancarek.

Board members introduced themselves.
Ms. Strange said that the topic would be covered by Joel Creswell and Phil Swartzendruber.
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Mr. Creswell asked Board and Advisory Council members to consider the potential climate
actions from the perspective of the group/organization/jurisdiction that they represent and
bring up any issues they can identify related to the actions. He began with background

PowerPoint slides on the climate target, then continued talking about the process staff has
followed to develop criteria and to apply the criteria to evaluating which actions to take.

Mr. Swartzendruber gave background on the original wedge analysis with PowerPoint slides.
Allison Butcher asked for a clarification of the telework impact analysis.
Mr. Swartzendruber said to put it briefly, due to Covid-19, more people are teleworking now

than expected when the analysis was originally done in 2018.

Mr. Swartzendruber continued with the 2050 projected wedge analysis.
Kristin Lynett asked how these emissions actions and assumptions align with Climate
Solutions’ recent Transportation Deep Decarbonization Scenario analysis.
Mr. Kenworthy said we will talk about that later during the presentation.
Mr. Roberts said as we define success as turning the corner with vehicle fuel technology, we
have to remember that financial capacity and energy capacity with our utilities need to
keep pace with those changes.
Steven Nicholas asked what assumptions are being made with respect to the adoption of
an advanced heavy-duty truck rule in Washington.
Ms. Strange said those assumptions are laid out in the glossary. She said we generally
followed California’s timeline in terms of ramp up and dates.
Suzy Oversvee noted in the Zoom Chat feature, “I recommend considering elevating
conversation about PHEVs as a near-term technology. Although not 100% ZEV, in practice,
they nearly resemble ZEVs for short trips and commuting while giving people security and
flexibility for longer, less frequent trips.”

Mr. Swartzendruber continued his presentation comparing how recent legislative proposals
or legislative actions could affect the 2050 outcome.
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Ms. Lynett asked whether the legislation mentioned is overlapping or additive; she said they
appear to be overlapping.
Mr. Swartzendruber said although they are plotted independently, there would be some
overlap. He said it is hard to say but there is potential for great overlap.

Mr. Swartzendruber presented the summary slide for the wedge analyses and then Tania
Park walked the group through 3 polls on EVs, aviation fuel, and the regional transportation
plan.

Mr. Creswell explained the action evaluation table.
Paulina Lopez asked how you promote teleworking in communities of color where that isn’t
an option.
Mr. Creswell asked her to wait with that question so the group could discuss it later during
the open discussion.
Ms. Lynett asked for an explanation of PSRC’s on-the-books provisions.
Mr. Swartzendruber said they are actions in long-term plans that are either funded or
fundable.
Ms. Chao asked what is included in the monetized health benefits.
Mr. Creswell said we made a simplifying assumption to focus on the reduction in PM
emissions and to look at the monetary value of health benefits we would expect to see from
reduced PM. He said we used EPA’s methodology.
Ms. Chao asked whether information from health clinics and community doctors about
respiratory conditions is included in the data.
Mr. Swartzendruber said the research comes from all sources that are available including
hospitalization data so those subsets should be in there.
Sameer Ranade asked on the emissions projection chart, does the gap of white space

between the solid green line and the dotted green line (and later gray), represent cuts that
still need policy tools to achieve?
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Mr. Swartzendruber the space between the dashed green line and the solid green line
represents emissions that are not being addressed or accounted for, and they are the gap
between what we have evaluated, and what the goal is.
Mr. Ranade said so there is a need for additional policies.
Mr. Creswell said yes, there is a need for that in order to hit our targets, and that assumes
that we implement all the policies making up the wedges.
Mr. Creswell Introduced the CIS participant speakers.
Mr. Nunes-Ueno said the overall feeling of the group as a whole is that a lot more work

needs to be done to show that communities of color (COCs) or highly impacted
communities have been considered in this work. He said front line workers, nurses, etc. can’t
telework; we are guilty of elite projection that doesn’t touch the lives of people impacted. He
said he appreciates being involved in this work; there is a huge gap between these actions
and the targets we are trying to achieve. He said we believe COCs need to be at the center
of solutions that are taken because it is not only the moral thing to do, but it is the practical
thing to do. He said Mr. Ranade has been conducting listening sessions in COCs on these
ideas, and when we talk about reducing GHGs, the question is always how this will help me
in my community. He said going forward we need to think about this in same breath as
health impacts, etc. He said if we only look at technology, we are going to bake current
inequities into the system. He said there is an alarming absence of the sense that this is an
investment in COCs. He said this is great start, and we would like to see points we are going
to share in the analysis going forward.
Ms. Svancarek said there needs to be supply line transparency. She said when we push for
EVs, there are severe problems in the supply line for EV batteries, including extreme
environmental degradation, child labor, strip mining, and encouraging political interference
in third world countries. She said it may not impact us in Washington but does impact other
areas and countries. She said order of operations, mode-shift, electric buses don’t matter if
no one is riding the bus. She said there needs to be a comprehensive, accessible network of
transportation. She said more than link light rail, in a climate conscious future, we need to
stop making society car-centric and emphasizing the necessity for having a vehicle. She
said mode shift needs to be specifically called out for focus and additional funding.

Ms. Lee said the 2050 target needs to be more ambitious. She said it is important to
remember that climate reality works a lot with the Poor People's Campaign. She said they
did a study over the past 50 years, which is called, "The Soul of Poor Folk Audit." She said it
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talks about ecological devastation and the disparities between where we are now and
where we could be and how quickly we could move forward. She said the Stockholm
Resilience Center shows that we should be net 0 by 2050. She said global organizations
need to help to reach that GHG reduction. She said PM doesn’t stop at community borders;

if we don’t take care of those most impacted, it will affect everyone.

Ms. Lee said community engagement should continue and go beyond these sessions. She
said this task force should continue and we should see outcomes. She said that Board and
Advisory Council members should all have the opportunity to hear us.

Mr. Nunes-Ueno said we would like to coordinate with the agency going forward. He said we
need to look at the negative consequences of actions on overburdened communities.
Ms. Meyer said all people benefit when we improve air quality. She said this is a primary
concern to improve our health and reduce emissions. She said even if not everyone can
telework, those who do reduce emissions. She said electrification in our region is important
since we generate most electricity through hydropower.
Mr. Nunes-Ueno said not all people benefit from improved air quality as the state's health
disparities map tool shows. He said we need to have specific actions that focus on highly
impacted areas.
Tim Gould said the "15-min City" that places employment opportunities and services within
closer proximity to residential neighborhoods will greatly reduce the GHG footprint of typical
daily existence. He said it makes for a healthier population, and more equitable as well.
Ms. Lopez said we need to be sooner than 2050 with emissions reductions.
Ms. Lee said she hopes that HB1110 (Reducing the greenhouse gas emissions associated with
transportation fuels) will pass this year and that Beacon Hill and South Park communities will
have their voices heard.
Mr. Creswell said we are now moving into the discussion portion of the agenda. He gave 3
questions for discussion: 1) What issues/questions do you have about Agency actions? 2)
How might some of these issues be addressed? 3) Other items that haven't yet been
discussed?
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Ms. Chao said placing employment close to residential areas is important; however, for
equity the focus needs to be on providing affordable housing closer to centers of
employment.
Christie True agreed.
Mr. Creswell displayed a PowerPoint slide with a graph on VMT and electrification.
Ms. Chao asked if the agency is engaged in affordable housing discussions in the region.
Ms. Finn-Coven said we have learned that investments in climate action cannot be
separate from issues of affordable housing. She asked how have you looked at that and

how will you combine that as we move forward.

Mr. Kenworthy said the Board will look at the linkage between global carbon reduction and
local. He said that, for example, if we had a million dollars, we could look at heavy trucks as
the best way to reduce global emissions and help reduce local pollution. He said we have
an overall regional plan on growth, which every jurisdiction implements. He said our Board
needs to decide if we are talking about changing a carcentric system and talking about
land use planning, which would represent a shift from current strategies in emissions
reduction. He said the Board needs to decide where the agency goes.
Mr. Roberts said the seeds of discussion have been planted in regional transportation policy
discussions. He said at least some discussion has started in that regard, more needs to
happen.
Ms. True agreed on the connection with affordable housing. She said with all the difficult
issues right now, this is an opportunity to come out of this in a better place. She said the
upcoming strategic plan update needs to make sure it is connected to other plans.
Ms. Lopez said land use is critical to our conversation. She said increased density, mixed-use
zoning and affordable housing in urban areas near transit, while working to minimize
displacement of the most impacted communities is all needed.
Kelly McGourty said looking at the transportation plan update and regional housing, we
don’t have the authority to do everything we want to do. She said we have to look at

leveraging our resources in the right way. She said there are a lot of great policies at PSRC
but we are more interested in actions, what are concrete things we can be doing. She said
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what we are talking about here is a mix of those two things and determining where the
agency leverages its resources and time.
Ms. Chao said she appreciates that we can’t operate in silos, we need to coordinate. She

said land use planning is foundational for the work we are involved with.

Allison Butcher said she agrees with Stella's earlier comments about connection between
affordable housing and strategy for reducing GHG. She said we can't address the current
gap without it. She said it is worth a discussion to consider potential actions.

Chris Beale this is essential and is the vision of the 2050 PSRC plan that was passed last
month. He said land use policy is climate policy.
Satwinder Kaur agreed.
Mr. Nunes-Ueno also agreed. He said we should change transportation planning so that
non-auto modes are treated with the same seriousness as highways. He said it is important
to find linkages so we aren’t just burrowing into our silos and create common tools we can
use across various agencies. He said, for example, the health disparities mapping tool,
where we understand how impacted a community is needs to be embedded in GMA, in
planning of transportation and land use, and that agency feeds data into to make it even
better. He said we need to create shared datasets to partner across agencies.
Ms. Lee said we need to adjust carcentric thinking. She said mode shift needs to make
communities more self-sufficient. She said, for example, an elderly person in the Leschi area
needs to walk 3 blocks just to get to a bus to get to a grocery store.
Mr. Kenworthy suggested that at the December Board meeting the Board will spend time
discussing what was talked about today, rather than focusing on the potential climate
resolution.
Mr. Roberts said part of the way we fund transportation is based on both geographic and
gas tax provisions that are anything but equitable and certainly do not serve the needs of
the region at large. He thanked everyone for their time and the good discussion.
There was no further discussion.
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VIII. STAFF REPORTS.
Mr. Kenworthy gave a brief legislative update and said there would be a bigger debrief at
the December Board meeting.
With no further business, the Board meeting adjourned at 12:01 p.m.
I hereby certify this to be a true and correct record of the Minutes of the November 19,
2020, joint meeting of the Board of Directors and Advisory Council of the Puget Sound Clean
Air Agency.
Attest:
_________________________
Craig T. Kenworthy
Executive Director

_______________________
Paul Roberts
Chair, Board of Directors

jwc
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DATE
TO
S U B J EC T

January 6, 2021
Advisory Council

Puget Sound Clean Air Agency
Transportation Climate Planning Update

Honorable Members:
At your January meeting, we will continue the discussion of potential actions to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the transportation sector.
A staff presentation will include a recap of the potential action GHG emission reduction
analysis (also referred to as a “wedge” analysis) from the November meeting, a
summary of the Community Input Session report, and a discussion of potential
statewide Legislative bills. We also plan to have Leah Missik with Climate Solutions

provide an overview of their report, which estimates potential GHG emissions reductions
possible through varying scenarios of electrification and reduction of vehicle miles
traveled (VMT).
The glossary of draft actions and legend descriptions remains included for your
reference.
I look forward to our discussion.

Respectfully submitted,

Craig T. Kenworthy
Executive Director
Attachment
jwc
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Puget Sound Clean Air Agency

Draft List of Near-term Potential Climate Actions
Last updated 1/6/2021

Puget Sound Clean Air Agency’s Near-term Potential Climate Actions
Draft List Guide/Glossary and “Wedge” Analysis Legend Definitions
The Puget Sound Clean Air Agency (Agency) is revisiting its 2018 “Candidate Actions to

Reduce Transportation Greenhouse Gas Emissions” Report to update how to meet our
2030 and 2050 greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction targets, with a focus on near-term

actions. The Agency will identify and evaluate potential actions this summer and fall,
and this informal process will inform future strategic planning. The draft list below is
based on initial staff brainstorming and a high level culling of actions that were

unlikely to yield substantive GHG emissions reductions. This list is draft and staff will

continue to revise it as we refine actions – please refer to the date stamp for version
clarity.

1.

New Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle (ICEV) Ban: This action would

support a State-level policy that requires all new model year 2030 or later

passenger and light-duty vehicles sold or registered in Washington state to be
zero-emission vehicles (ZEV). This action prohibits the Department of Licensing

from registering vehicles that are not in compliance with these rules for model
year 2030 or later. This does not affect used/in-use light-duty vehicles, which

can continue to be sold/traded, or medium- or heavy- duty vehicles, which

can continue to be sold new and sold/traded used.

2. Promote Telework: This action is divided into two sub-actions, both of which
involve developing information and resources for promoting telework to
people and employers. Assign one staff person to actively promote and
develop materials.

a. Focus on travel TO work: reduce trips to the office, especially in SOVs. The
Agency would conduct an outreach campaign to promote teleworking,
where feasible, and work with state Commute Trip Reduction program,
where appropriate.

b. Focus on travel FOR work: replace work trips (e.g., conferences, offsite
meetings, etc.) with virtual alternatives

3. Road Usage Charge/Gas Tax Replacement: The Agency's role in this action

would be to participate in the conversation around replacing the gas tax with
a statewide Road Usage Charge (RUC), promoting a version that ties per-mile
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fees to emissions and includes equity provisions. Evaluators could also

consider (as an alternative) a Pollution Surcharge, a one-time fee paid on new

vehicles at the time of purchase, tied to their lifetime emissions potential.

4. ICEV-free Zones or Cities: This action is divided into three possible sub-actions,
all of which involve defining a geographic area where access by some

polluting vehicles is restricted or deterred with the aim of improving air quality.
Under all scenarios, the Agency is not the lead but could support these
programs with data.

a. Develop one or more Zero Emission Areas (ZEA), similar to what Seattle
pledged to do as a member of the C40 Cities (details here, p. 74), in

which vehicle access is limited to ZEVs. Assumes by 2030 that most

traffic/VMT into the ZEA is replaced with either: (1) personal ZEV vehicles,

(2) existing public transit entering ZEA, or (3) new ZEV public transit such
as autonomous local buses.

b. Ban all cars (some limited exemptions apply) on specified major

roadways, similar to proposals for Market Street in San Francisco and
14th Street in New York City. Assumes by 2030 traffic/VMT on streets is

replaced with either: (1) walking, biking or micro-mobility, (2) existing or

extended public transit entering roadway, or (3) new ZEV transit such as
autonomous local buses.

c. Development of pedestrian-only zones, similar to Stay Healthy Streets in
Seattle (currently happening). Assumes by 2030 that very little
traffic/VMT would be replaced with ZEV.

5. Sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) at airport(s): This action would promote and
expand the sale and use of low-carbon aviation fuels at major airports in our

jurisdiction (Sea-Tac and potentially others such as Boeing/King County, Paine,

etc.). The proposed action acknowledges the long-term increase in emissions
we anticipate from the aviation sector, particularly relative to other

transportation sectors whose emissions are expected to decline as on-road
strategies are implemented.

6. Utilize CMAQ-funding Process for Transportation Projects to Further Reduce

GHG Emissions: This action would involve working with PSRC staff to modify the
Congestion Management and Air Quality (CMAQ) selection criteria to give

more weight to projects that result in higher air quality and climate benefits.
PSRC is in the process of reevaluating the criteria for next round of CMAQ
funding and the window for providing input is now through fall 2020.
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7. Delivery Vehicles All Electric by Date Certain: This action could be

implemented on its own or as a component of a package that supports GHG

rules for MD/HD trucks at the statewide level. This analysis defines delivery

vehicles as fleet vans and trucks (e.g., UPS, Amazon, etc.). The action could be
broadened to include a wider range of vehicle types and commercial

structures (e.g., courier services, “gig drivers” such as Uber Eats, Postmates,

GrubHub, etc.). As written this action would require 100% of on-road delivery
trucks to be zero emission by 2045, with 50% by 2035.

8. Anti-idling Rules and Outreach: This action would explore and promote an
anti-idling rule, potentially in our jurisdiction or supporting a statewide rule.

This action could notionally be paired with an anti-idling education campaign

(for example see NYC program featuring Billy Idol – “Billy never idles”), with

significant public outreach activities and materials, including local partners,
celebrities, TV or billboards or other promotional opportunities. This action

could also eventually include creative enforcement provisions (for example,
see New York’s public reporting/enforcement tool).

9. EV Dealership Support: This action would support increasing ZEV sales by car

dealers and would be designed following input from local dealerships. It could
include education and outreach on the basic benefits of EV ownership,

information on available rebates, basic charging requirements, and other

information that can assist with EV sales. It could expand to include elements
of a program to incentivize ZEV sales such as additional rebates, or

salesperson bonus incentives. Notionally, this program would initially focus on
new ZEV sales, and could be modified for future used ZEV sellers. The Agency
would assign one staff to actively promote and develop materials.

10. All Trucks All Electric by Date Certain: This action could be implemented on its
own or as a component of a package that supports GHG rules for MD/HD

trucks at the statewide level. This action would require sales of new on-road

MD/HD trucks to be zero emission by 2045, with an increasing fraction by 2030.

The analysis assumes that sales rates for MD/HD trucks in Washington (electric
and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles) are as follows: 20% in 2030, 45% in 2035, 75% in
2040, 95% in 2045.

11. TNC ZEV Mandate: This action would promote and support a regulation to

require Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) to be all-ZEV by 2030. This

could include a per-ride fee, paid by the companies (not the drivers), on non-

ZEV TNC rides that goes into a ZEV transition fund. That fund would be used
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both to help drivers (not TNC companies) transition to ZEVs (e.g., by offering
grants or low-cost loans for ZEV purchases) and to pay per-ride financial

incentives to drivers who operate ZEVs as TNC vehicles. Drivers could either

take advantage of transition funding (grants or low-cost loans) to help buy a
ZEV or per-ride financial incentives to operate a ZEV as a TNC vehicle, but not

both, and both types of incentives would be capped at the same cumulative
amount.

12. Require Shore Power Use: This action would promote and support a regulation
to require electric shore power at all ocean going vessel terminals (cargo and
cruise) by 2030. Such a regulation could be statewide, while acknowledging

that the state’s largest ports are geographically in our jurisdiction. Notionally,
the action could include some small size exemptions and require increasing
percentages of vessel calls to use the electric shore power.

13. Cargo Handling Equipment Electrification (Non-road Diesel Electrification):
Action would partner with ports (and potentially other stakeholders) to

increase electrification of port & railroad cargo handling equipment (CHE).

Notionally, a target would be to achieve 100% electric/zero emission CHE by

2040. The analysis assumes 25% conversion of CHE by 2030 (50% of yard trucks

and 10% or less of side picks/forklifts).

14. Clean Vehicle Upgrade Program: This action would develop a car trade-in

program that would provide residents with a rebate or transit pass when they
turn in an older, less fuel-efficient, internal combustion engine vehicle, which

would then be disabled and recycled. The program would require that the old
car be drivable, registered and insured for the past 12 months. The rebate

amount would be designed to scale with the all-electric range of new car

being purchased; residents requesting transit passes would receive transit

vouchers for the maximum rebate amount. There would be a purchase price

cap on the new car being purchased (e.g., the rebate couldn’t be used to buy a

vehicle for more than $60k. The program could be designed to address equity,
for example, by focusing on low-income residents.

15. Port Drayage Trucks All Electric by Date Certain (EV Drayage Trucks): This

action could be implemented on its own or as a component of a package of
that supports GHG rules for medium and heavy duty (MD/HD) trucks. Action

would require 100% of drayage trucks to be zero emission by 2050. The analysis
assumes 10% conversion by 2030, 50% conversation by 2040, and 100%
conversion by 2050.
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16. Use planning processes for transportation projects to reduce GHG

emissions: This action would involve the Agency developing a set of GHG

recommendations for major transportation projects within our jurisdiction. This
could be shared via Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) for jurisdictions to
consider and incorporate into their respective comprehehsive planning

processes. Alternatively or in addition to, the Agency could monitor major

transportation projects within our jurisdiction and submit comments directly
to project leads during SEPA reviews, where appropriate.

17. Regional Electrification Coordination: In partnership with Puget Sound

Regional Council (PSRC), this action would assist small/medium cities in our
jurisdiction to plan for future electrification needs. The focus would be on
consumer/light duty vehicles, rather than fleets. Key topics include

electrification/GHG goal setting, understanding consumer/workplace charging
and infrastructure needs, tools to identify charging infrastructure priorities,

coordinating with utilities, supporting policies around EV-readiness/building
codes, and coordination around transportation corridor electrification. The
Agency would serve as clearinghouse for information and resources for all
cities in our jurisdiction and could support/coordinate proposals should
funding become available. We note that while coordination is already
occurring, the action would involve expanding coordination activities.

18. Regional Electrification Toolkit: This action would develop a set of best

practices, guidelines, recommendations, and tools for cities, government
entities, and organizations (or promote existing ones) relating to

transportation electrification. This action would focus primarily on

governments/institutions and could also be designed to include some

consumer focus (e.g., provide resources to support outreach). The Agency

would assign one staff to actively promote materials and develop or update
materials as needed.

November “Wedge” Analysis Legend Definitions and Action Cross-Walk
Legend Definitions for Chart on Slide 11 [Slide 4 in December 2020]:
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Target – The Agency’s adopted 2030 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions
targets, based on 1990 baseline

•

Population – Upper bound estimate based solely on anticipated regional
population increase, assuming everything else stays the same

•

On-the-books – GHG emissions projection estimate that includes provisions in the

regional transportation plan (transit, land use, and pricing), as well as the federal
CAFÉ standards
•

Sum w CAFE – GHG emissions reductions estimate that includes all quantifiable
potential actions as well as the 2011 CAFE (to 2030)

Legend Definitions for Chart on Slide 11, 12, and 19 (all estimated to 2030)
[Slides 4, 5, and 12 in December 2020]:

•

CAFE change – Estimated additional GHG emissions reductions achievable if we
continue with 2011 CAFE federal vehicle standards, instead of applying the
weakened 2019 form of the standard.
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HD Trucks – Estimated GHG emissions reductions achievable from Action 10: All

Trucks All Electric by Date Certain
•

ZEV LD & Mandate – Estimated GHG emissions reductions from California Zero

Emission Vehicle Mandate (adopted in 2019 WA Legislature)
•

HD EV (dray, delivery, CHE) – Estimated GHG emissions reductions achievable from

Actions 7, 13, 15:
o
o
o
•

Delivery Vehicles All Electric by Date Certain

Cargo Handling Equipment Electrification (Non-road Diesel Electrification)
Port Drayage Trucks All Electric by Date Certain (EV Drayage Trucks)

Telework – Estimated GHG emissions reductions achievable from Action 2:

Promote Telework
•

RUC – Estimated GHG emissions reductions achievable from Action 3: Road Usage

Charge/Gas Tax Replacement
•

ICEV-Planing – Estimated GHG emissions reductions achievable from Action 4, 6,
and 8:
o
o

ICEV-free Zones or Cities

Utilize CMAQ-funding Process for Transportation Projects to Further Reduce

GHG Emissions
o
•

Anti-idling Rules and Outreach

Airports, LTO: Estimated GHG emissions reductions achievable from Action 5:
Sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) at airport(s)

•

LD EV Actions – Estimated GHG emissions reductions achievable from Actions 1, 9,
11, and 14:
o
o
o
o

New Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle (ICEV) Ban
EV Dealership Support
TNC ZEV Mandate

Clean Vehicle Upgrade Program

Legend Definitions for Chart on Slide 12 and 19 [Slides 5 and 12 in December 2020]:
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Target – The Agency’s adopted 2030 and 2050 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
reductions targets, based on 1990 baseline

•

Population – Upper bound estimate based solely on anticipated regional
population increase, assuming everything else stays the same

•

On-the-books – GHG emissions projection estimate that includes provisions in the
regional transportation plan (transit, land use, and pricing), as well as the federal
CAFÉ standards

•

Sum w CAFE – GHG emissions reductions estimate that includes all quantifiable
potential actions as well as the 2011 CAFE (to 2030)

•

Gas to ZEV – also labeled as LD/EV reductions – Faded line estimates long-term
GHG emissions reductions as the light duty fleet transitions from gasolinepowered to zero emission vehicles (to 2050)

•

Diesel Sector – also labeled HD Diesel Reductions – Faded line estimates long-

term GHG emissions reductions as the heavy duty fleet transitions from dieselpowered to zero emission vehicles (to 2050)

Legend Definitions for Chart on Slide 13 [Slide 6 in December 2020]:
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Target – The Agency’s adopted 2030 and 2050 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
reductions targets, based on 1990 baseline

•

Population – Upper bound estimate based solely on anticipated regional
population increase, assuming everything else stays the same

•

On-the-books – GHG emissions projection estimate that includes provisions in the
regional transportation plan (transit, land use, and pricing), as well as the federal
CAFÉ standards

•

Sum w CAFÉ – GHG emissions reductions estimate that includes all quantifiable
potential actions as well as the 2011 CAFÉ (to 2030)

•

Carbon Price – Estimated GHG reductions from a statewide carbon fee, assuming
a fee starting at $25/ton and increasing annually at 3.5% plus inflation (similar to

design of I-732). An elasticity/response of 0.6 is applied to estimate the emissions
impacts of the fee increase.
•

State LCFS – Estimated GHG emissions reductions from a statewide low carbon
fuel standard (LCFS), or “clean fuel standard”. Emissions represent a program

similar to 2019’s HB1110, with a target of 20% carbon intensity reduction by 2035.

•

Cap and Trade – Estimated GHG reductions from a statewide Cap and Trade

program; with transportation proportionally following an economy-wide cap and

trade similar to 2019’s SB5981. In application, transportation emissions reductions
would likely lag other sectors.
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Outline

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

•

Brief recap – November “wedge” analysis

•

Community Input Session Report Summary

•

Climate Solutions “The Big Issue” Summary

•

Legislative Update

•

Questions and Open Discussion

Recap – Three main ways to decarbonize
All three are complementary and needed:
1) Fuel changes

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

2) Use changes (mode
shift, planning, land-use)

3) Technology changes

Recap - GHG Transportation “Wedge” Analysis
with potential actions (to 2050)

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Community Input Sessions
Summary Report – Draft themes
• Desire voiced for greater emphasis on mode shift – e.g. transit access and
changing land use decisions (and housing); VMT reduction target
• A desire to center actions around communities most impacted (e.g. diesel fine
particle pollution raised)
• Concerns voiced about potential equity impacts of specific actions
• Coordinate around common interests (e.g. Legislative); continue engagement
• Some desire to strengthen emissions targets (especially 2050 target)

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Climate Solutions
“The Big Issue”
Leah Missik with Climate Solutions will share
summary findings of Climate Solutions’ fall
2020 report exploring transportation emissions
reductions
This report is provided as an example (there
are others), with specific requests by CIS
participants

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

All three categories needed to reach emissions target
Of these three, electrification largest

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Statewide Legislative Proposals
2021 transportation climate bills will likely fall into
two main categories:
1) Statewide Clean Fuel Standard
2) Carbon pricing: carbon fees, cap and trade,

pollution surcharge, road usage charge, etc.

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Recap - GHG Transportation “Wedge” Analysis
with potential Legislative proposals (to 2050)

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Legislative Proposals: Clean Fuel Standard
Draft principles discussed with Board:
•

Maximizes emissions reductions

•

Realizes emissions reductions as efficiently as possible
•

Leverages existing programs

•

Creates as much flexibility as possible

•

Identifies areas of greater impact, including equity
•

Likely to include strategies parallel to the rule

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Other Legislative Proposals: e.g. Carbon Pricing
Draft principles discussed:
•

Make substantial progress towards emission targets

•

Center equity

•

Lead with sense of urgency

•

Are durable

•

Support clean air strategies

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Near-term uncertainty & timing on regional strategies

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Thank You
Questions & Discussion

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Extra Slides

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Considering electrification & VMT reduction scenarios
100% electrification & 25% VMT reduction from Climate Solutions (Sep. 2020)

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Considering electrification & VMT reduction scenarios
100% electrification & 25% VMT reduction from Climate Solutions (Sep. 2020)
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December 17, 2020

Near Term
(20212022)

13
6
10
7
11

Promote telework
Sustainable Aviation Fuel at Airports
Anti-idling measures
EV dealership support
TNC ZEV Mandate

Medium
Term (20232025)

2
12
3

Clean Vehicle Upgrade Program
Road Use Charge/Gas Tax Replacement
Internal Combustion-Free Zones

Long Term
(After
2025)

1
8
16
18
14
17
15

New Internal Combustion Vehicle Ban
CMAQ GHG reductions
Require EV delivery vehicles
GHG rules for trucks
Require shore power
Non-road diesel electrification
EV drayage trucks

Not
quantified

9
4
5

Planning Processes - Comp Plans & SEPA
Regional coordination around electrification
Electrification outreach toolkit

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020
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Climate Action Evaluation (see challenges/caveats)

Scoring Legend
Good
Fair
Poor
No Score

Recap - GHG Transportation “Wedge” Analysis
with potential actions (to 2030)

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

Background - Evaluation

†
Criteria

1.

2030 emissions reduction
(top goal)

6.

Compatibility with other
rules/policies

2.

Air pollution co-benefits

7.

Community benefits & costs

3.

Probability of achieving
reductions

8.

Alignment with community
goals

4.

Ability to implement

9.

Economic benefits & costs

5.

Ability to begin soon

10.Likelihood

†Equity

considerations embedded throughout evaluation process

Transportation Climate Planning Update
December 17, 2020

of providing a
useful example for other
regions

Considering electrification & VMT reduction scenarios
100% electrification & 25% VMT reduction from Climate Solutions (Sep. 2020)
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The

BIG ISSUE
Transforming Our
Transportation
SCENARIOS FOR WA & OR

WHY THIS RESEARCH?
To better inform how we design and advocate
for transportation policies and include new
analysis on how reducing VMT impacts
efforts to decarbonize.

REFERENCE CASE
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The reference case compared emissions in a
“business as usual” situation to scenarios that limit
global warming to what’s minimally necessary for
climate stability.

Business as usual

This means a 95% reduction from 2020 levels
needed by 2050 to limit warming to 2C or below.
These reductions align with the Washington Deep
Decarbonization Pathways and the Clean Energy
Transition Institute’s Pathways study for the NW.

Reductions
needed

SCENARIO 1:
AN IDEAL WORLD
Vehicle Miles Traveled Reduced
+ Electrification

Scenario 1 relative to business as usual.

WE CAN REDUCE OUR
PERSONAL VEHICLE
MILES AND ELECTRIFY.
Reducing VMT and electrifying
transportation has many benefits
and is the optimal scenario
for overall broad social benefit.

Scenario 1 relative to business as usual.

PLUS WE CAN
INCREASE SAFETY AND
REDUCE COSTS.
Employing both decreased VMT
and electrifying leads to greater
total carbon reductions.
This scenario takes ample policy
change and planning.

SCENARIO 1:

VMT +

Comparison: Vehicle Miles Traveled

Seattle
would have
to reduce
VMT by
46% to
match
London.

Oregon
would have
to reduce
VMT by
29% to
match NY
state.

SCENARIO 1:

VMT +

Reducing Passenger Miles
& Vehicle Miles Traveled
Assumes ~1.5 people per car and 4-10
people per bus.

SCENARIO 1:

VMT +

Near-100%
SCENARIO 2:Electrification
Near 100%
This scenario
combines high
electrification
rates with
reduced vehicle
miles traveled.

SCENARIO 1:

VMT +

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

515 MMT total carbon
emissions from 2020-2050,
475 MMT less than BAU=
$41 billion less in social cost
of carbon

SCENARIO 1:
Health Benefits
from Reduced
Tailpipe
Emissions
Change vs. Business as
Usual

VMT +

2025

2050
(Adjusted for
population)

SCENARIO 1:

VMT +

Total benefits for
People of Color + Hispanic
These values presented are minimum values,
as benefits may occur more proportionally to
vulnerable communities.

$88 million in
avoided health
costs by 2050
(Seattle)

176 reduced
asthma attacks
(Seattle)

SCENARIO 1:

VMT +

Annual Direct Costs
Reducing VMT saves on road costs, but
requires more spending on transit.

Road costs
Business as usual
Scenario 1:
VMT reduction +
Electrification

$9.7 B
$7.4 B

Transit costs
+ $5.1 B = $14.8 B
+ $7.6 B
= $15 B

Personal transportation costs
Business as usual
Scenario 1:
VMT reduction +
Electrification

$12,096
$7,720

=$4,376 net savings

SCENARIO 2:
100% ELECTRIC (ALMOST)
Electrification only

COULD WE JUST GO
100% ELECTRIC?
A fully electrified transportation
system yields significant
health benefits with only zero
emission vehicles on the road.

IT WOULD REQUIRE
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE
AND INVESTMENTS.
It requires nearly all vehicles to
be electric by 2050. Ultimately
electrification-only does not have
as many benefits as combining with
reducing vehicle miles traveled.

SCENARIO 2: Near 100%
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

SCENARIO 2: Near 100%
Health Benefits
from Reduced
Tailpipe
Emissions

Change from
reduced VMT, 2050

Electrification +
VMT reduction,
2050 (2025)

Electrification
only 2050
(2025)

This scenario shows most
tailpipe-related health
benefits are similar by 2050,
but fewer health benefits
accrue in the short term.

* Additional avoided mortality from reduced crashes is independently
modeled (not part of the COBRA modeling) and additive to avoided
mortality from reduced emissions

SCENARIO 2: Near 100%
Comparison:
Electrification only
Society saves
$3–4 B less
200 fewer lives
saved annually
Personal
transportation
spending grows
by an additional
$2,600

2050 shown
unless otherwise specified

Change from
reduced VMT

Electrification +
VMT reduction

Electrification
only

Cumulative CO2 emissions 2020-2050

CO2

40 Mt more

515 Mt

555 Mt

Social cost of carbon, 2020-2050

$
CO2

$3 B more

$37 B

$40 B

11 TWh more

42 TWh

53 TWh

190 k more

750 k

940 k

$300-700 M more

$1.2-2.4 B

$1.6-3.2 B

205 (42) more

874 (863)

1,070 (904)

Electric vehicles

3.8 M more

10.4 M

14.2

People walking, biking, or micro-mobility

250k fewer

700k

450k

People using buses

1 M fewer

2M

1M

$2.1 ($0.5) B more

$7.4 ($7.3) B

$9.5 ($7.8) B

$2.5 ($1.5) B less

$7.6 ($5.6) B

$5.1 ($4.1) B

$7,700 ($10,800)

$10,300 ($11,800)**

$119 ($143) B

$159 ($157) B

Electrical power need
Chargers
$ for chargers

(cumulative, low-high range)

$

Annual crash fatalities in 2050 (2030)

Annual public road (no transit) spending in 2050 (2030)
Annual transit expenditures* in 2050 (2030)
Annual per person transport spending in 2050 (2030)
Total annual personal transport spending in 2050 (2030)

$
$

$ $2,600 ($1,000) more
$

$40 ($14) B more

*Includes fare recovery

**Down from
$12,350 in 2020

SCENARIO 2: Near 100%
Annual Direct Costs
Annual direct costs for electrification only scenario are
$1.6 B more than VMT reduction + electrification

Road costs
Scenario 1

$7.4 B

Scenario 2: Near
100% electric

$9.5 B

Transit costs
+

$7.6 B

+

$5.1 B

+
+

Incremental Electricity costs
$5.6 B
$7.4 B

= $20.6 B
= $22 B
$1.2 B additional cost

Personal transportation costs
Business as usual

$12,096

Scenario 1

$7,720

Scenario 2: Near
100% electric

$10, 309

=$4,376 net savings
=$1,787 net savings

ADDITIONAL SCENARIOS:
What are the other possibilities?

ADDITIONAL SCENARIOS
55% VMT Reduction but no additional electrification beyond BAU

ADDITIONAL SCENARIOS
55% VMT Reduction but with electrification
For the previous scenario to meet GHG goals we need:
97% cars, light-duty

85% medium- and heavy-duty freight

96% buses

…to be electrified by 2050

WHAT KIND
OF POLICIES
DO WE NEED?

Need to support a number of 2021
transportation policies including:
Clean Fuel Standard
Transit and transportation electrification
Growth Management Act (GMA) reform
Carbon pricing
Air Quality Surcharge (AQS)

ELECTRIFYING IS
GOOD FOR US.
We can see improved
health and air quality,
reduce how much we
spend to get around, and
address climate change.

WE CAN CHOOSE
OUR HEALTH AND
OUR CLIMATE.
Increasing transit use,
biking, and walking
and reducing vehicle
dependency leads to even
more health, safety, and
economic benefits.

QUESTIONS

DATE

January 6, 2021

TO

Board of Directors
Puget Sound Clean Air Agency

SUBJECT

Legislative Update

Honorable Members:
I will give an update on issues for the state legislative session at the January meeting.
Respectfully submitted,

Craig T. Kenworthy
Executive Director
jwc
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DATE

December 10, 2020

TO

Board of Directors
Puget Sound Clean Air Agency

SUBJECT

Executive Director’s Report

Honorable Members:
Here are some highlights from what we have been doing to clean the air and protect
the climate.
GOAL ONE – PROTECT PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT FROM AIR POLLUTION
Objective 1.2 – Reduce transportation emissions, especially diesel particulate, in highly
impacted locations
We are preparing for a new grant from Ecology to replace diesel-powered cargohandling equipment with all-electric equipment. One project planned for the grant
will involve one company replacing a current-tier diesel forklift with an electric forklift,
and selling their current forklift to a company that owns a much older, dirtier unit,
which they will scrap. While complex to administer, such projects enable us to
achieve greater reductions of harmful diesel particulate pollution.
Staff continues to promote our online clean diesel truck training program. Drayage

truck owners who operate at the Northwest Seaport Alliance who watch the videos
and pass the online test will be reimbursed $60 for their time. This project is funded
from a grant provided by the Washington State Department of Ecology. As of
December 3rd, 46 drayage truck operators serving the Northwest Seaport Alliance
have qualified for the reimbursement by completing the training.

Objective 1.3 – Reduce emissions and exposures from wood smoke and outdoor
burning
We have launched a pilot outreach program to promote cleaner burning practices
using an online test and a clean-burning kit as a reward for passing the test. The kit

includes information about how to get the most from a wood fire while reducing
smoke, as well as a moisture meter that recipients can use to test whether their
cordwood meets the 20% or lower moisture content. Some of the materials will be
translated into Spanish to increase their reach. Outreach efforts for this program are

focused in Arlington, Darrington, Marysville in Snohomish county, the Pierce County
smoke reduction zone, and three of our focus communities: Duwamish, AuburnAlgona-Pacific, and Lakewood.

This month we’ll launch a newspaper ad campaign (print and digital) to promote
cleaner-burning practices, awareness of burn bans, and opportunities to remove or
replace older woodstoves under our Wood Stove Replacement Program.

As of December 2nd, our FY20-21 Ecology grant-funded Wood Stove Program had 616
households follow through with their projects. This includes 475 recycling projects (222
in King County, 136 in Pierce County, and 117 in Snohomish County) which have been
issued their $350 reward check for scrapping their old wood stove. Another 141
households have funds reserved or redeemed for their $1,500 Replacement Discount
project (offered only in Snohomish County) to upgrade to a cleaner heating
appliance.
For our Agency-funded Kitsap County drop-off recycling effort, so far 132 households
have followed through with their recycling project and have been issued a $350
reward for scrapping their old wood stove.
The combined programs, serving all our four counties, have incentivized the removal
of 748 old wood stoves/inserts for this program cycle of fiscal years 2020-21.
Staff have seen an uptick in participants following through with their projects,
compared to this time last year. Some of this may be attributed to projects being
delayed over the spring and summer months due to more COVID-19 restrictions. Staff

are also encouraged by the good pace of new enrollments in the program. We
expect to continue that pace with the ad campaign we’re beginning this month.

Objective 1.5 – Characterize and communicate air quality throughout the region, with
the active participation of the public

Due to a school renovation in Auburn, we are actively working to relocate our air
monitoring station there. We are making good progress to move the site to a nearby
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church property to keep a comparable representation of fine particle pollution in the
area.
Over the last year, we have participated on the EJ mapping subcommittee for the

recently released “Environmental Justice Task Force Recommendations for Prioritizing
EJ in Washington State Government”. We were able to share some of our expertise

with our equity mapping tools including the Community Air Tool and the WA State
Environmental Health Disparities Map (in which we were also significant contributors).
Objective 1.6 – Reduce inequities in air pollution exposure
During this season of limited interpersonal engagement with our communities and

partners, engagement team members are working to develop creative alternatives to
show up, support, and connect with our focus community partners. Internal teams
held a session in early December to explore a range of ideas to consider
implementing as we head into the new calendar year.
GOAL TWO – BECOME THE MOST CLIMATE-FRIENDLY REGION IN THE UNITED STATES
Objective 2.1 – Reduce emissions of greenhouse gases from transportation
We continue to refine our draft evaluation of near-term climate actions as part of the
Transportation Climate Planning process. At your December meeting, staff will update
the Board on the status of our climate action evaluation, as detailed in the
corresponding memo in this packet.
Agency staff continue to plan for the next Transportation Electrification Regional
Working Group meeting, tentatively scheduled for early January 2021. This meeting will
likely focus on providing member jurisdictions with resources and assistance on
electrification as they work to update their comprehensive plans, in line with PSRC’s
Vision 2050. To prepare for and inform that meeting, staff are meeting with
representatives from two of our jurisdictions (Bremerton and Lynnwood) to discuss
what information and assistance each would need to maximize the use of electric
vehicles in their jurisdiction and how they can build electrification into their
comprehensive plans.

We continue to develop ideas for how best to support car dealerships as they
transition to offering more zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs) in the coming years, now that
the state Legislature has adopted the ZEV standard. In partnership with the
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Washington State Auto Dealers Association, we surveyed 31 dealerships in our fourcounty region about their experiences selling ZEVs. Staff is analyzing the results of the
survey to inform recommendations as the Agency works towards a broader
dealership engagement strategy.
Drawing on experience from an initial scope and planning contract earlier this year,

staff is drafting the next implementation contract with Villa Comunitaria on the
deployment of a zero emission vehicle carshare in Seattle’s South Park neighborhood.
The Agency provided letters of intent to the Department of Energy and Columbia-

Willamette Clean Cities (CWCC) regarding the final transition of Western Washington
Clean Cities (WWCC). Currently, staff is transferring communications and marketing
processes.

EXCELLENCE GOAL – EMPLOY THE BEST PEOPLE, POLICIES, AND PRACTICES TO ACHIEVE
OUR WORK
Objective 3.4 – Build the agency’s long-term financial strength and ensure
accountability
We filed our annual audit submission before the due date and the FY20 audit will begin
in mid-December with virtual meetings.
2021 BOARD MEETING DATES
January 28
February 25
March 25
April 22
May 27
June 17 (Budget approval)
July 22 (Executive Director’s performance evaluation)
August (no meeting)
September 23

October 28
November 18 (Joint meeting with the Advisory Council)
December 16
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GENERAL
On November 30th, I presented at a legislative work session of the state House Energy
and Environment Committee. Topics included wildfire smoke impacts and the
relationship of Covid and air pollution health effects.
On Dec 2nd, I spoke to a group of the Pacific Northwest International Section of the Air&
Waste Management Association about emerging regulatory and climate issues.
Respectfully submitted,

Craig T. Kenworthy
Executive Director
jwc
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DATE
TO
S U B J EC T

January 6, 2021
Advisory Council

Puget Sound Clean Air Agency
NOC Fee Increase Plan

Honorable Members:
At your January meeting, we will provide a summary of the upcoming work and process
steps for a fee increase proposal to support the Notice of Construction program.
I look forward to our discussion.
Respectfully submitted,

Craig T. Kenworthy
Executive Director
jwc
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